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Abstract

In this work, we propose a framework for single-
view hand mesh reconstruction, which can simultaneously
achieve high reconstruction accuracy, fast inference speed,
and temporal coherence. Specifically, for 2D encoding,
we propose lightweight yet effective stacked structures.
Regarding 3D decoding, we provide an efficient graph oper-
ator, namely depth-separable spiral convolution. Moreover,
we present a novel feature lifting module for bridging the
gap between 2D and 3D representations. This module
begins with a map-based position regression (MapReg)
block to integrate the merits of both heatmap encoding and
position regression paradigms for improved 2D accuracy
and temporal coherence. Furthermore, MapReg is followed
by pose pooling and pose-to-vertex lifting approaches,
which transform 2D pose encodings to semantic features
of 3D vertices. Overall, our hand reconstruction frame-
work, called MobRecon, comprises affordable computa-
tional costs and miniature model size, which reaches a high
inference speed of 83FPS on Apple A14 CPU. Extensive
experiments on popular datasets such as FreiHAND, RHD,
and HO3Dv2 demonstrate that our MobRecon achieves
superior performance on reconstruction accuracy and tem-
poral coherence. Our code is publicly available at https:
//github.com/SeanChenxy/HandMesh.

1. Introduction

Single-view hand mesh reconstruction has been exten-
sively investigated for years due to its wide range of appli-
cations in AR/VR [24, 65], behavior understanding [36, 56],
etc. Tremendous research efforts have been made towards
this task, including [15, 79, 42, 75], to name a few.

The primary focus of typical existing methods is the
reconstruction accuracy [45, 46], while real-world appli-
cations additionally necessitate inference efficiency and
temporal consistency. In particular, 3D hand information
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Figure 1. Accuracy vs. inference speed. The marker size is related
to the model size. Besides, our tailored method can run at a fast
speed on mobile CPUs.

is a vital component in mobile applications [65], where
the devices comprise limited memory and computational
budgets. Thereby, this work aims to explore 3D hand
reconstruction for mobile platforms.

A typical pipeline for single-view hand reconstruction
includes three phases: 2D encoding, 2D-to-3D mapping,
and 3D decoding. In 2D encoding, existing approaches [42,
9, 45, 46] usually adopt computationally intensive networks
[26, 67] to handle this highly non-linear task, which are hard
to deploy on mobile devices. Instead, if naively leveraging
a mature mobile network (e.g., [28]) which is not tailored
for our target task, the reconstruction accuracy dramatically
degrades [18]. Hence, our motivation is to develop a
lightweight 2D encoding structure tailored to balance the
inference efficiency and accuracy. Besides, the efficiency
of 2D-to-3D mapping and 3D decoding remains relatively
unexplored. Thus, we intend to explore a lightweight yet
effective lifting method to tackle the 2D-to-3D mapping
problem and design an efficient graph operator for process-
ing of 3D mesh data.

Although as crucial as accuracy in real-world applica-
tions, temporal coherence is usually neglected in the task of
3D hand reconstruction. Previous methods [11, 37, 41, 49]
adopt sequential models to incorporate both past and future
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semantic information for stable predictions. Since this
methodology is offline or computationally expensive, these
approaches are difficult to use for mobile applications.
Hence, we are inspired to explore the temporal coherence
with a non-sequential method.

In this work, we propose Mobile Mesh Reconstruction
(MobRecon) for 3D hand to simultaneously explore supe-
rior accuracy, efficiency, and temporal coherence. For 2D
encoding, we leverage the spirit of the hourglass network
[55] to design efficient stacked encoding structures. As for
3D decoding, we propose a depth-separable spiral convo-
lution (DSConv), which is a novel graph operator based on
spiral sampling [44]. The DSConv is inspired by depth-wise
separable convolution [29], leading to efficient handling
of graph-structured mesh data. Regarding the 2D-to-3D
mapping, we propose a feature lifting module with map-
based position regression (MapReg), pose pooling, and
pose-to-vertex lifting (PVL) approaches. In this module, we
first investigate the pros and cons of 2D pose representations
based on heatmap or position regression, and then propose
a hybrid method MapReg to simultaneously improve 2D
pose accuracy and temporal consistency. Furthermore, the
PVL transforms 2D pose encodings to 3D vertex features
based on a learnable lifting matrix, resulting in enhanced
3D accuracy and temporal consistency. Compared to tra-
ditional approaches based on fully connected operation in
a latent space [42, 15, 9], our feature lifting module also
significantly reduces the model size. In addition, we build
a synthetic dataset with uniformly distributed hand poses
and viewpoints. Referring to Figure 1, we achieve better
performance in terms of accuracy, speed, and model size.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose MobRecon as a mobile-friendly pipeline for
hand mesh reconstruction, which only involves 123M
multiply-add operations (Mult-Adds) and 5M parameters
and can run up to 83FPS on Apple A14 CPU.

• We present lightweight stacked structures and DSConv
for efficient 2D encoding and 3D decoding.

• We propose a novel feature lifting module with MapReg,
pose pooling, and PVL methods to bridge the 2D and 3D
representations.

• We demonstrate that our method achieves superior per-
formance in terms of model efficiency, reconstruction ac-
curacy, and temporal coherence via comprehensive evalu-
ations and comparisons with state-of-the-art approaches.

2. Related Work

Hand mesh estimation. Popular hand mesh estimation
methods can be divided into five types, whose core ideas are
based on the parametric model, voxel representation, im-
plicit function, UV map, and vertex position, respectively.

Model-based approaches [76, 79, 71, 25, 75, 4, 1, 82,
10, 77, 6, 2, 35, 47, 73, 74] typically use MANO [58] as
the parametric model, which factorizes a hand mesh into
coefficients of shape and pose. This pipeline, however, is
not suitable for usage with a lightweight network because
the coefficient estimation is a highly abstract problem that
ignores spatial correlations [18].

Voxel-based approaches [33, 52, 70, 54] describe the
3D data in a 2.5D manner. Moon et al. [52] proposed
I2L-MeshNet, which divided the voxel space into three
lixel spaces and used 1D heatmaps to reduce memory
consumption. Despite this optimization, I2L-MeshNet still
requires massive memory occupation to process the lixel-
style 2.5D heatmaps. Hence, the voxel-based approach is
not friendly for memory-constrained mobile devices.

The implicit function [50] has merits of continuity and
high resolution, which is recently used for digitizing artic-
ulated human [51, 34, 3, 59, 32, 57, 38, 39]. However, the
implicit methods usually need to compute thousands of 3D
points, lacking efficiency in mobile settings.

Chen et al. [8] treated hand mesh reconstruction as an
image-to-image translation task, employing UV map to
connect 2D and 3D spaces. This pipeline could be improved
by incorporating geometry correlations.

Vertex-based methods [15, 42, 9, 45, 46] predict 3D
vertex coordinates directly, which usually follow a proce-
dure of 2D encoding, 2D-to-3D mapping, and 3D decod-
ing. For example, Kulon et al. [42] designed an encoder-
decoder based on ResNet [26], global pooling, and spiral
convolution (SpiralConv) [44] to obtain 3D vertex coor-
dinates. We re-construct the vertex-based pipeline with
efficient modules, i.e., lightweight stacked structures for
2D encoding, feature lifting module for 2D-to-3D mapping,
and DSConv for 3D decoding. As a result, we achieve high
reconstruction accuracy and across-time consistency.

Lightweight networks. For a timely fashion on a com-
putationally limited platform, lightweight networks have
been studied for years such as [29, 60, 28, 23]. We
leverage popular efficient ideas to design stacked networks
for Euclidean 2D images and a graph network for non-
Euclidean 3D meshes. More specifically, we propose a
feature lifting module to deal with the problem of 2D-to-3D
mapping efficiently. As a highly related work, MobileHand
[18] was able to run at 75FPS on a mobile CPU. In contrast,
our MobRecon achieves more powerful performance on
accuracy and inference speed (as shown in Table 5).

Temporally coherent human reconstruction. There has
been limited research on the temporal coherence of hu-
man/hand mesh reconstruction, yet it is as crucial as re-
construction accuracy in real-world applications. Previous
research [11, 37, 41, 49] has concentrated on temporal
performance with temporal approaches. Kocabas et al.
[41] used a bi-directional gated recurrent unit [12] to fuse
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Figure 2. Overview of our MobRecon framework.

across-time features so that SMPL [48] parameters could
be regressed with temporal cues. This sequential manner
could raise computational costs and even requires future
information [11]. In contrast, we design a feature lifting
module with MapReg to enhance the temporal coherence
for a non-sequential single-view method.

Pixel-aligned representation. Convolutional features are
made up of dense and regularly structured 2D cues, but
sparse and unordered points represent 3D data. To better
extract image features to describe 3D information, recent
works usually adopt pixel-aligned representations [59, 53,
19, 74, 22, 78]. Inspired by them, we use the idea of pixel
alignment for feature lifting and design PVL to transform
pose-aligned encodings to vertex features.

It is noteworthy that the above-mentioned literature used
heatmap [19, 22, 74] or position [59, 78] as the 2D represen-
tations. Li et al. [43] analyzed the heatmap- and position-
based human pose in terms of accuracy and proposed RLE
to achieve high-accuracy regression. We consider these two
representations from the view of temporal coherence and
propose MapReg to integrate the merits of heatmap- and
position-based 2D representations. Compared to [43], we
have different insights and study perspectives, so RLE and
our MapReg could complement each other.

3. Our Method
With a single-view image as the input, we aim to infer 3D

hand mesh with predicted vertices V = {vi}Vi=1 and pre-
defined faces C = {ci}Ci=1. Figure 2 illustrates the overall
architecture of MobRecon that includes three phases. For
2D encoding, we leverage convolutional networks to extract
image features. In the feature lifting module, 2D pose is de-
lineated with MapReg, followed by pose pooling to retrieve
pose-aligned features. Then, vertex features are obtained
with PVL. For 3D decoding, we develop an efficient graph
network to predict vertex coordinates.

3.1. Stacked Encoding Network

Inspired by the hourglass network [55], we develop a
stacked encoding network to obtain gradually refined en-
coding features. As shown in Figure 3, the stacked network
consists of two groups of cascaded encoding blocks, the first
of which is followed by an upsampling module for feature
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Figure 3. Our tailored stacked encoding structure.

fusion. With a single-view image as the input, the encoding
feature Fe ∈ RCe×He×W e

is generated, where C,H,W
denote tensor channel size, height, and width.

We design two block alternatives. According to
DenseNet [31] and SENet [30], we present a dense block
to form DenseStack (see Figure 3). To further reduce
model size, we leverage the ghost operation [23] to develop
GhostStack, where cheap operations can produce ghost
features based on primary features. With 128 × 128 input
resolution, the DenseStack involves 373.0M Mult-Adds and
6.6M parameters while the GhostStack consists of 96.2M
Mult-Adds and 5.0M parameters. In contrast, a stacked net-
work with ResNet18 has 2391.3M Mult-Adds and 25.2M
parameters, prohibiting it from mobile applications.

3.2. Feature Lifting Module

Lifting means 2D-to-3D mapping [71]. For feature
lifting, two problems should be concerned: (1) how to
collect 2D features and (2) how to map them to 3D domain.
To this end, previous methods [42, 15, 9] tend to embed Fe

as a latent vector via the global average pooling operation.
Then, the latent vector is mapped to 3D domain with a
fully connected layer (FC), and vertex features are obtained
with vector re-arrangement. This manner brings increased
model size due to the large dimension of FC, i.e., this layer
contains 3.2M parameters when Ce=256.

Recent researches report pixel-aligned feature extraction
based on 2D landmarks and pixel-aligned feature pooling
[59, 19, 22, 74, 78]. Heatmap Hp is usually employed to
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encode 2D landmarks [19, 15, 9, 75], which derives more
accurate landmarks compared with direct regression of the
2D positions Lp [43, 66, 7, 63, 68].

Map-based position regression. Figure 4 comprehen-
sively investigates these 2D representations. It is seen that
Hp is a high-resolution representation (Figure 4(a)). As
shown in Figure 4(b), soft-argmax [64] is a differentiable
technique that decodes Hp to the corresponding 2D posi-
tion. In contrast, direct position regression (Figure 4(c))
is a low-resolution representation, which can yield Lp

without resorting to Hp. It has been proven that the
human pose estimation task requires both low- and high-
resolution encodings [67]. Hence, the skip connection that
fuses features is the primary cause behind the superior
accuracy of Hp [55]. However, our critical insight is that
the global feature (with resolution of 1× 1) used to predict
Lp (see Figure 4(c)) shall induce better temporal coherence
because of global semantics and receptive field. This global
property can better describe articulated relation of hand
pose. Conversely, Hp is predicted with convolution and
high-resolution features, where limited receptive field leads
to the lack of inter-landmark constraints.

As shown in Figure 4(d), we propose a middle-resolution
method MapReg to combine the advantages of heatmap-
and position-based paradigms by (1) fusing low- and high-
resolution features for accuracy and (2) using global recep-
tive field for temporal coherence. To this end, we incorpo-
rate the skip connection in the position regression paradigm,
producing a spatially small-size (e.g. 16 × 16) feature
map. Each feature channel is then flattened into a vector,
followed by a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to generate a
2D position. In this manner, we obtain middle-resolution
spatial complexity which is superior than heatmap since

only two 2×-upsampling operations are involved.

Pose pooling. After obtaining 2D representations, pixel-
aligned features can be retrieved. We call this process
pose pooling and capture pose-aligned features with N 2D
joint landmarks. If heatmap Hp is employed as the 2D
representation, the pose pooling is conducted with joint-
wise pooling [74] (Figure 4(e)), which can be given as

Fp = [Ψ(Fe ⊙ interpolation(Hp
i ))]i=1,2,...,N , (1)

where [·] denotes concatenation. First, the spatial size
of Hp is interpolated to He × W e, and then channel-
wise multiplication is adopted between interpolated Hp and
Fe. In this manner, features unrelated to joint landmarks
are suppressed. For extracting joint-wise features, feature
reduction Ψ is designed. In detail, Ψ denotes global max-
pooling or spatial sum reduction, which produces a Ce-
length feature vector. After concatenation, Fp ∈ RN×Ce

indicates the pose-aligned feature .
If we use Lp instead of Hp to describe 2D pose, pose

pooling can be achieved with grid sampling [59] (Fig-
ure 4(f)) as follows,

Fp = [Fe(Lp
i )]i=1,2,...,N . (2)

As a result, the convolutional encoding Fe is trans-
formed to the pose-aligned representation Fp.

Pose-to-vertex lifting. Referring to Figure 2, we design a
linear operator for feature mapping towards 3D space with a
few learnable parameters, namely PVL. MANO-style hand
mesh [58] comprises V vertices and N joints, where V =
778, N = 21. Because V ≫ N , it is hard to transform Fp

to V vertex features. Instead, we downsample the template
mesh 4-times by a factor of 2 [14], and obtain a minimal-
size hand mesh with V mini = 49 vertices. Then, we design
a learnable lifting matrix Ml ∈ RV mini×N for 2D-to-3D
feature mapping. Thereby, PVL is given as

Fmini v = Ml · Fp, (3)

where Fmini v denotes minimal-size vertex feature. The
PVL reduces the computational complexity of feautre map-
ping from O(V miniCe2) [42, 9, 15] to O(NV miniCe).

3.3. Depth-Separable SpiralConv

As a graph operator, SpiralConv [44] is equivalent to the
Euclidean convolution, which designs a spiral neighbor as

0-ring(v) = {v}
(k + 1)-ring(v) = N(k-ring(v)) \ k-disk(v)

k-disk(v) = ∪i=0,..,ki-ring(v),
(4)

where N extracts the neighbourhood of a vertex v. With
k-disk(v), SpiralConv formulates convolution as a sequen-
tial problem and leverages LSTM [27] for feature fusion:

foutv = LSTM(fv′), v′ ∈ k-disk(v), (5)
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where fv ∈ R1×D denotes the feature vector at v with
dimension D. SpiralConv with LSTM could be potentially
slow because of serial sequence processing.

By explicitly formulating the order of aggregating neigh-
boring vertices, SpiralConv++ [16] presents an efficient
version of SpiralConv. For high efficiency, SpiralConv++
only adopts a fixed-size spiral neighbor with S vertices and
leverages FC to fuse these features:

foutv = W · [fv′ ] + b, v′ ∈ k-disk(v)S , (6)

where [·] denotes concatenation; k-disk(v)S contains the
first S elements in k-disk(v); W and b are learnable
parameters. SpiralConv++ significantly increases model
size because of the large dimension of FC.

As an efficient graph convolution, we propose DSConv
with the spirit of depth-wise separable convolution [29]. For
a vertex v, k-disk(v)S is sampled following Equation 4.
DSConv comprises a depth-wise operation and a point-wise
operation, the former of which can be formulated as

fdv = [Wd
i · [fv′,i]]

D
i=1, v′ ∈ k-disk(v)S . (7)

Then, point-wise operation can be formulated as

foutv = Wp · fdv . (8)

Figure 5 illustrates the difference among SpiralConv,
SpiralConv++, and our DSConv. The SpiralConv++’s
computational complexity obeys O(SD2), whereas that of
DSConv is O(SD + D2). Hence, we essentially improve
the efficiency with the separable structure.

The 3D decoder is built with four blocks, each of which
involves upsampling, DSConv, and ReLU. In each block,
vertex features are upsampled by a factor of 2 and then
processed by DSConv. Finally, vertex coordinates V are
predicted by a DSConv.

3.4. Loss Functions

Accuracy loss. We use L1 norm for the 3D mesh loss
Lmesh and 2D pose loss Lpose2D. Normal loss Lnorm and
edge length loss Ledge are adopted for mesh smoothness

according to [15]. Formally, we have

Lmesh = ||V −V⋆||1,Lpose2D = ||Lp − Lp,⋆||1

Lnorm =
∑
c∈C

∑
(i,j)⊂c

| Vi −Vj

||Vi −Vj ||2
· n⋆

c|

Ledge =
∑
c∈C

∑
(i,j)⊂c

|||Vi −Vj ||2 − ||V⋆
i −V⋆

j ||2|,

(9)

where C,V are face and vertex sets of a mesh; n⋆
c indicates

unit normal vector of face c; ⋆ denotes the ground truth.
Consistency loss. Inspired by the self-supervision task
[61, 80], we design the consistency supervision based on
augmentation without the need of temporal data. That is,
two views can be derived from an image sample based on
2D affine transformation and color jitter. We denote relative
affine transformation between two views as T1→2, which
contains relative rotation R1→2. Similar to [20, 70], we
conduct consistency supervision in both 3D and 2D space:

Lcon3D = ||R1→2Vview1 −Vview2||1
Lcon2D = ||T1→2L

p
view1 − Lp

view2||1.
(10)

Although T contains the variations of rotation, shift, and
scale in 2D space, only R affects V because it is rooted by
the wrist landmark.

Our overall loss function is Ltotal = Lmesh+Lpose2D+
Lnorm + Ledge + Lcon2D + Lcon3D.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

We use the Adam optimizer [40] to train the network
with a mini-batch size of 32. All models in our experiments
are trained for 38 epochs. The initial learning rate is
10−3, which is divided by 10 at the 30th epoch. As for
hyperparameters, the input resolution is 128 × 128, and
S = 9, Ce = 256, D = {256, 128, 64, 32}.

Existing datasets for 3D hand pose estimation (e.g. [82,
42, 21]) usually suffer from long-tailed distribution of hand
pose and viewpoint. Hence, we develop a synthetic dataset
with 1520 poses and 216 viewpoints, both of which are
uniformly distributed in their respective spaces. Because
of this superior property, it can serve as a good complement
during training. We redirect the readers to supplementary
material for details.

4.2. Evaluation Criterion

We conduct experiments on several commonly-used
benchmarks as listed below.
FreiHAND [82] contains 130,240 training images and

3,960 evaluation samples. The annotations of the eval-
uation set are not available, so we submit our predictions
to the official server for online evaluation.
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2D encoding Mult-Adds #Param Fine-tuning data PJ↓
From-scratch fine-tuning

ResNet18-Stack 2391.3M 25.2M FreiHAND 8.86
MobileNet-Stack 100.2M 1.7M FreiHAND 14.20

GhostStack 96.2M 5.0M FreiHAND 13.09
DenseStack 373.0M 6.6M FreiHAND 9.56

Pre-training w/ ImageNet
ResNet18-Stack 2391.3M 25.2M FreiHAND 8.21
MobileNet-Stack 100.2M 1.7M FreiHAND 13.68

Pre-training w/ ours
MobileNet-Stack 100.2M 1.7M FreiHAND 12.45

GhostStack 96.2M 5.0M
FreiHAND 10.05

FreiHAND+ours 8.89

DenseStack 373.0M 6.6M
FreiHAND 7.77

FreiHAND+ours 7.55
Table 1. Ablation studies of 2D encoding methods and our com-
plement data on FreiHAND. Mult-Adds and #Param are w.r.t. the
2D encoding network.

Rendered Hand Pose Dataset (RHD) [81] consists of
41,258 and 2,728 synthetic hand data for training and
testing on hand pose estimation, respectively.

HO3Dv2 [21] is a 3D hand-object dataset that contains
66,034 training samples and 11,524 evaluation samples.
The annotations of the evaluation set are not available, so
we use the official server for online evaluation. We also
use this dataset to evaluate temporal performance.
We use the following metrics in quantitative evaluations.

MPJPE/MPVPE measures the mean per joint/vertex po-
sition error by Euclidean distance (mm) between the
estimated and ground-truth coordinates.

PA-MPJPE/MPVPE is a modification of MPJPE/MPVPE
with Procrustes analysis [17], ignoring global variation.
For conciseness, this metric is abbreviated as PJ/PV.

Acc captures the acceleration of 2D/3D joint landmarks in
pixel/s2 or mm/s2 to reflect temporal coherence.

AUC means the area under the curve of PCK (percentage
of correct keypoints) vs. error thresholds of n ∼50mm
(for 3D measurement) or 0∼30 pixel (for 2D measure-
ment). According to [82, 81], n = 0 or 20.

F-Score is the harmonic mean between recall and precision
between two meshes w.r.t. a specific distance threshold.
F@5/F@15 corresponds to a threshold of 5mm/15mm.

Mult-Adds counts multiply-add operations.
#Param indicates the number of parameters.

4.3. Ablation studies

Our stacked networks and complement data. We use
CMR [9] as the baseline, which adopts FC for 2D-to-
3D feature mapping and SpiralConv++ for 3D decoding.
With the same hyperparameters, we only change the 2D
encoding network and data setting for comparisons. On the
one hand, we study different stacked structures with from-
scratch training. As shown in Table 1, we use ResNet [26]

Hp or Hp+soft-argmax w/ heatmap supervision

Hp+soft-argmax w/o heatmap supervision

Lp w/ MapReg

Figure 6. Visualization of maps in various 2D pose representations.
Different from heatmap that focus on individual landmark, the
map in MapReg adaptively describes inter-landmark constraints.
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and MobileNet [60] to design stacked structures, the former
of which contains intensive computation costs. Although
MobileNet is computational tractability, it whittles down
the performance (i.e., PAMPJPE) by a large margin. On
the other hand, ImageNet [13] is used for classification
task, the knowledge from which is hard to transfer towards
2D/3D position regression. Consequently, the ImageNet
pre-training brings less than 1mm PAMPJPE improvement.

Referring to Table 1, our complement data can be
included in both pre-training and fine-tuning steps, and
DenseStack/GhostStack induces 7.55/8.89mm PAMPJPE.
Hence, we significantly reduce the computational cost
without sacrificing reconstruction accuracy with our tai-
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2D representation
2D part 2D-to-3D part

Mult-Adds #Param 2D AUC↑ 2D Acc↓ Pose pooling Lifting Mult-Adds #Param PJ↓ 3D AUC↑ 3D Acc ↓
− − Global pooling FC 3.2M 3.2M 7.55 0.850 10.12

Hp w/o skip. 57.7M 1.4M 0.796 2.57 −
Hp 57.7M 1.4M 0.857 2.41 Joint-wise pooling PVL 0.4M 1029 7.41 0.852 9.11

Hp+soft-argmax 57.7M 1.4M 0.865 2.32 Grid sampling PVL 0.3M 1029 7.28 0.856 8.32
Lp w/ reg. 0.1M 0.1M 0.847 2.16 Grid sampling PVL 0.3M 1029 7.11 0.859 6.14

Lp w/ MapReg (ours) 47.5M 1.4M 0.870 2.04 Grid sampling PVL 0.3M 1029 6.95 0.862 5.41
Table 2. Ablation study of feature lifting module. The first row is the setting of CMR [9] (i.e. the last row of Table 1); skip. and reg. denote
skip connection and direct regression; 2D and 3D accuracy are tested on RHD and FreiHAND, respectively; Acc is w.r.t. HO3Dv2.

Lcon3D Lcon2D PJ ↓ 3D AUC↑ 2D Acc↓ 3D Acc↓
6.95 0.862 2.04 5.41

✓ 6.85 0.864 2.03 4.78
✓ ✓ 6.85 0.864 1.98 4.75

Table 3. Ablation study of consistency learning. The accuracy is
w.r.t. FreiHAND and Acc is w.r.t. HO3Dv2.

lored encoding structures and dataset, making our DenseS-
tack/GhostStack suitable for mobile environments.

Feature lifting module. With DenseStack, we perform a
joint study of accuracy and temporal coherence. In Table 2,
we do not use sequential module, temporal optimization,
or post-processing. First, we explore various 2D pose
representations in detail. Hp (Figure 4(a)) is a high-
accuracy representation, and the skip connection proves
critical to fuse high- and low-resolution features. Hence,
when the skip connection is removed, Hp performs poorly
in accuracy. As a differentiable form of picking maximum
position, soft-argmax can produce smoother 2D positions
from Hp, hence improving both 2D AUC and Acc. In
addition, Lp w/ reg. (Figure 4(c)) has relatively modest
accuracy but produces better temporal performance because
of global receptive field. Ultimately, our MagReg achieves
better 2D accuracy and temporal coherence by integrating
the merits of heatmap- and regression-based paradigms.

To clearly reveal details, we illustrate maps in Figure 6.
As for Hp+soft-argmax, we additionally use the same loss
setting (Equation 9) for training, i.e., heatmap supervision is
not involved. This manner naively induces a smooth version
of Hp because the heuristic soft-argmax neglects visual
semantics. In terms of MapReg, we present the map before
it is flattened into a vector. Different from Hp, the map
can adaptively describe joint landmark constraints, and then
the 2D positions are predicted using adaptive local-global
information. For example, the entire thumb is activated
when predicting a landmark on it. Hence, our MapReg can
produce more reasonable articulated structures (as shown in
the supplemental material) to improve temporal coherence.

Subsequently, we explore 3D performance with 2D
pose-aligned features. During pose pooling, joint-wise
pooling [74] (Figure 4(e)) can be used to obtain 2D pose-
aligned features based on Hp, while grid sampling [59]
(Figure 4(f)) is commonly adopted when soft-argmax or Lp

is utilized. It is noteworthy that although Lp w/ reg. lags be-

3D decoding Mult-Adds #Param PJ↓ Acc↓ FPS↑
w/ GhostStack

SpiralConv++ 159.0/263.1M 1.0/6.2M 8.63 2.31/7.07 77
DSConv (ours) 19.5/123.5M 0.1/5.3M 8.76 2.30/6.98 83

w/ DenseStack

SpiralConv++ 159.0/579.4M 1.0/9.0M 6.85 1.98/4.75 59
DSConv (ours) 19.5/439.9M 0.1/8.1M 6.87 1.92/4.73 67

Table 4. Ablation study of 3D decoding. Mult-Adds and #Param
are w.r.t. the 3D decoder/overall model; 2D/3D Acc is presented;
FPS is tested on Apple A14 CPU; Accuracy and temporal perfor-
mance are tested on FreiHAND and HO3Dv2, respectively.

hind in terms of 2D accuracy, it produces better PAMPJPE
than Hp+soft-argmax. Hence, with the same pose pooling
method, 2D consistency is more crucial than accuracy in
establishing a stable training process. Ultimately, MagRep-
based Lp induces the best PAMPJPE and 3D Acc.

In PVL, we design a linear operation with lifting matrix
Ml ∈ RV mini×N to transform features from 2D pose
space to 3D vertex space. Thus, V mini vertex features are
produced by a linear combination of N landmark features.
Figure 7 depicts a well-trained lifting matrix, where we il-
lustrate abs(Ml) to clearly reveal the joint-vertex relations.
As can be observed, the learned Ml is sparse. A joint
landmark (i.e., joint 5 that locates at the root of forefinger)
serves as the global information and contributes to the
majority of vertices. Besides, some joint landmark traits are
propagated to their corresponding vertices. Figure 8 depicts
highly relevant connections in Ml, demonstrating that the
PVL approach can preserve the semantic consistency.

When compared to CMR [9] (the first row of Table 2),
our feature lifting module results in better PAMPJPE and
3D Acc. Moreover, we significantly reduce the computa-
tional expenses in the 2D-to-3D part. Despite the use of
extra Mult-Adds in the 2D part, 2D pose prediction has pre-
viously proven to be beneficial in 3D hand reconstruction
due to multi-task learning [75] and root recovery task [9].

Towards balancing model efficiency and performance.
We design 3D/2D consistency loss to improve the perfor-
mance further. From Table 3, we can see that consistency
learning improves temporal coherence. Besides, the accu-
racy and temporal coherence can benefit from each other so
that PAMPJPE is also enhanced.
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Figure 9. 3D PCK vs. error thresholds.

Method Backbone PJ ↓ PV ↓ F@5 ↑ F@15 ↑
MobileHand [18] MobileNet − 13.1 0.439 0.902
FreiHAND [82] ResNet50 11.0 10.9 0.516 0.934

YotubeHand [42] ResNet50 8.4 8.6 0.614 0.966
I2L-MeshNet [52] ResNet50∗ 7.4 7.6 0.681 0.973
HIU-DMTL [75] Customized∗ 7.1 7.3 0.699 0.974

CMR [9] ResNet50∗ 6.9 7.0 0.715 0.977
I2UV-HandNet [8] ResNet50 6.7 6.9 0.707 0.977

METRO [45] HRNet 6.7 6.8 0.717 0.981
Tang et al. [65] ResNet50 6.7 6.7 0.724 0.981

MeshGraphormer [46] HRNet 5.9 6.0 0.765 0.987
MobRecon (ours) GhostStack∗ 8.8 9.1 0.597 0.960
MobRecon (ours) DenseStack∗ 6.9 7.2 0.694 0.979

ours‡ ResNet18∗ 6.7 6.8 0.727 0.979
ours† ResNet18∗ 6.1 6.3 0.758 0.983
ours‡ ResNet50∗ 6.1 6.2 0.760 0.984
ours† ResNet50∗ 5.7 5.8 0.784 0.986

Table 5. Results on the FreiHAND dataset. ∗: stacked structure;
†: These models are based on ImageNet pre-trained backbone and
mixed fine-tuning data;‡: These models are totally unrelated to our
complement data.

As shown in Table 4, DSConv dramatically decreases
the Mult-Adds and #Param of the 3D decoder and obtains
on par, sometimes even better, performance compared with
SpiralConv++. Overall, our MobRecon with DenseS-
tack/GhostStack can reach 67/83 FPS on Apple A14 CPU.

Discussion. MobRecon has a limitation that the DSConv
increases memory access cost, so some engineering opti-
mization should be involved for higher inference speed.

4.4. Comparisons with Contemporary Methods

On the FreiHAND dataset, we scale up our ResNet-
based model with 224×224 input resolution for a fair com-
parison. As shown in Table 5, we surpass previous methods
with ResNet50, leading to a new state of the art, i.e.,
5.7mm PAMPJPE. Based on DenseStack or GhostStack,
our MobRecon outmatches some ResNet-based methods.
Referring to Figure 9, the proposed MobRecon has superior
performance on 3D PCK. Beyond high accuracy, we also

Method Backbone PJ ↓ PV ↓ F@5 ↑ F@15 ↑
ObMan [25] ResNet18 11.0 11.0 0.464 0.939
HO3D [21] CPM [69] 10.7 10.6 0.506 0.942

I2UV-HandNet [8] ResNet50 9.9 10.1 0.500 0.943
MobRecon (ours) GhostStack 10.0 10.2 0.488 0.948
MobRecon (ours) DenseStack 9.2 9.4 0.538 0.957

Table 6. Results on the HO3Dv2 dataset.

achieve superior inference speed, as shown in Figure 1.
In experiments on RHD and HO3Dv2, our complement

data are only used to pre-train DenseStack/GhostStack. On
the RHD dataset, we compare with several pose estimation
methods (such as [1, 5, 62, 72]) in Figure 9. Our MobRecon
with DenseStack/GhostStack induces 3D AUC of 0.955 and
0.940, outperforming most compared approaches.

The HO3Dv2 dataset is employed for evaluation. Ac-
cording to Table 6, our MobRecon outperforms existing
methods such as [25, 21, 8]. HO3Dv2 is more challenging
than FreiHAND and RHD because of serious object occlu-
sion. In this case, MobRecon outperforms some ResNet-
based methods because of better generalization ability.
Besides, we also achieve better temporal coherence in this
sequential task, as shown in Table 2.

Please refer to the supplementary materials for more
qualitative analyses, mobile applications, etc.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we present a novel hand mesh recon-

struction method with superior efficiency, accuracy, and
temporal coherence. First, we propose lightweight stacked
structures for 2D encoding. Then, a feature lifting mod-
ule with MapReg, pose pooling, and PVL approaches
is designed for 2D-to-3D mapping. Besides, DSConv
is developed to handle the 3D decoding task efficiently.
Our MobRecon only involves 123M Mult-Adds and 5M
parameters so that it reaches a fast inference speed of 83FPS
on Apple A14 CPU. Moreover, we achieve the state-of-the-
art performance on FreiHAND, RHD, and HO3Dv2. We
plan to investigate efficient methods for interacting hands.
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